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'E is for Invoicing'
Everyone agrees e-invoicing is a good thing so why is it taking so long to be
adopted in so many countries? James Ling looks at the issues and talks to some
of those who have been making progress

Electronic payment and presentment is a

fast growing area in the financial services

industry. It has been shown to provide sig

nificant savings and have a positive impact

on efficiency. The Danish government

demonstrated savings of an estimated €1 00

134 million ($142-190 million) per year

when it switched to e-invoicing for the

public sector.

The CAST (Corporate Action on

Standards) project by the European Asso

ciation of Corporate Treasurers has shown

that the average processing cost of a paper

invoice is around €30 ($42). In the study it

estimates that this cost can be reduced by

80 per cent by switching to e-invoicing.

This amounts to around €243 billion ($345

billion) in savings across Europe from B2B

invoicing.

With research out there showing clear

benefits, it is strange to see significant barri

ers in the way of commercial adoption of

e-invoicing. But this is exactly what we do

see. According to the European e-Invoicing

Final Report from the European Commission

Informal Task Force on e-invoicing, there

are three main barriers to the uptake of

e-invoicing in Europe. These are legal,

trust/operational issues, and standardisation.

State of the market

The marketplace for e-invoicing is growing,

and an increasing number of banks and cor

porates are offering the service. 'The two

main reasons for e-invoicing are process

optimisation and cost reduction: says Bruno

Koch, CEO of Billentis. He has been offering

consultancy services on e-invoicing for the

last decade and runs the annual EXPP sum

mit where companies from across Europe

meet to discuss the subject and the technol

ogy behind it.

The market can be broken down into

two clear sections. First there is the B2B

sector. Companies are looking to streamline

their business processes and implement

cost-effective solutions. E-invoicing has been
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shown to help them achieve this, and has

been proven as a popular technology (see

Stena Line Freight case study, page 24). The

B2C market is also a sector to move into.

This market is less mature, and has a longer

time for a return on investment. As such, it

is seen by some as a second priority.

Currently the most advanced e-invoicing

market is the Nordic one. In this region

there is a range of suppliers and, crucially,

co-operation. Koch sees banks and non

bank operators in Finland, Sweden, and

Eastern Europe working together, whereas

in other countries they just compete. He

describes this as 'a hindrance for advanced

market development'.

E-invoicing is moving down different

routes in different regions. It has been driv

en by different pressures in different

economies. For example, in the US pay

ments are seen as the big inhibitor for e

invoicing for B2B, so much of the emphasis

has been B2C as a result. 'Currently 65 per

cent of invoices are paid by cheque: says

Koch. This has been a big driver in the

American market. Banks have pushed for

ward e-invoicing for payments and, as a

result, 'the B2C market in the US is

advanced', observes Koch.

In Europe there is a different picture. The

payments landscape is weil covered through

various channels and is therefore not a driv

er. The key players in the European market

are technology companies. This has come

about from legislative pressures. In the US

it is much easier to send an invoice from

point to point due to less restrictive legisla

tion. The legal complexity in Europe has

made service providers more important. The

service providers are able to playa strong

role in Europe because 'they can handle the

signature complexity', says Koch. This has

led directly to the B2B sector being more

advanced in Europe.

Technology trends

The original technology behind e-invoicing

Bruno Koch,
Billentis

was electronic data interchange (EDI) over

private networks. Over time this moved to

public networks, with data standards such

as Edifact brought in. EDI was a solution

favoured by larger companies that sent out

large volumes of invoices. Cost and integra

tion difficulties are factors that limit its

appeal, but newer technology has made

e-invoicing more attractive to the SME

market.

'E-invoicing technology is moving in sev

eral different directions: says Koch. The lat

est generation of systems are based around

XML and cover three general areas. 'Some

technologies optimise electronic invoice

transport, whilst others are more advanced

covering more parts of the supply chain: he

continues. These more advanced systems

can be broken down further into two parts.

'One direction is to cover all of the supply

chain process between the order and the e

invoice, others are focused on the part of

the supply chain between invoice and pay

ment,' explains Koch.

In the long term this technology will

probably converge to cover all of the supply

chain from order, via invoice, to payment.

At the moment there is no system that can

cover the full supply chain, and Koch does

n't believe that the market could handle

one that did because it 'would not under

stand this very big message'.
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(ase study: Stena Line Freight

Banks and corporates have a different approach to e-invoicing.

Byrne sees it as a value-added IT service for customers. 'Banks talk

about charging their customers for this service; this is something

we would be dead against. The more services we can give to our

customers free of charge, the more business we can get.'

Byrne says he is 'very pleased' with the system after its first year,

but there is still functionality he would like to add. He is looking

for a flag system on the website which would tell customers if an

invoice has al ready been viewed. He believes this new feature

would act as a good 'track and trace' for the company. 'It would

tell us if the customer is picking up their invoice, if they're not

opening it we can get on to them to see if there is a problem.'

The customer demand for e-invoicing, which has been so fre

quently spoken about, has been shown by the uptake from Stena

Line Freight's customers. From nothing to nearly 50 per cent of

invoices going out electronically in the space of a year is an

achievement for the company, and shows there is a genuine

desire for it in the marketplace.

also problems due to an initial lack of knowledge about e-invoicing

in the freight business. These were soon overcome, and when

Stena reviewed the take up one year on it found that 46 per cent

of its invoices were being sent out electronically.

Stena decided to take an opt-in approach to selling e-invoicing

to its clients. To do this it offered customers a two-week trial where

they would receive paper and electronic invoices. At the end of the

trial they were asked which they would like to keep. 'Over the past

year we haven't had one single customer ask to go back to paper:

says Byrne. 'We feet it's because we took our time with the product

and didn't rush out something that was inferior.'

According to Byrne, customers are

making very positive noises about e

invoicing: 'One of our freight customers

has told me e-invoicing has saved her

eight hours a week, and she'd never go

back to paper'. Stena has also seen the

invoice query process speed up. 'We can

have queries sorted in minutes rather

than days or weeks', he says. There have

also been benefits in terms of reducing

manual data entry errors, increasing the

speed of approval for an invoice, and

reducing the days sales outstanding

time.

: :'::::::::::::..."......".....

Stena Line Freight is the sea freight business of the Stena Group. It

has a pan-European freight ferry network of 34 ferries running on

18 routes. In the mid-1990s Stena decided it would be more cost

effective to outsource its invoicing. It selected UK-based Microgen

to cover its paper billing. At the time Microgen was in the process

of developing an e-statement service. Stena worked alongside the

vendor in developing the system and launched the service in 2002.

'The take-up was very good: says David Byrne, sales support and

marketing head for Stena Line Freight, 'but we knew at the end

of the day, what the customers really wanted was e-invoices.'

This customer demand pushed Stena down the line of e-invoic

ing. It quickly ruled out building

its own system and started

looking for a partner to out-

source the development to. The

IT department looked at various

systems, including the one used

on the passenger side of the

business, but in the end it

decided to select Microgen.

System development for the

e-invoicing platform was a long

process. 'We took two years

developing it because we want

ed to get it right,' says Byrne.

He describes it as 'the type of product that if you get it wrong in

any way, they [the customers] will switch off completely and never

go back'. This desire to meet customer needs meant that the

development process included consultation with Stena's clients

to find out exactly what they wanted from the system.

A large part of the system development revolved around test

ing. The system works by downloading an invoice from the web

site directly into a (SV (spreadsheet) file. According to Byrne, this

required testing to make sure that 'each column of the spreadsheet

was correct'. Work also needed to be done on the website to

ensure it had the right look and fee!.

In March 2006 the system was ready for full scale customer tri

als. Five UK and Republic of Ireland customers agreed to test the

system. After two months of testing, the pilot customers were posi

tive about the system and the decision was made to launch it com

mercially. The e-invoicing system went live in May 2006. There was

initial reluctance in the Republic of Ireland due to customers feeling

that Stena was trying to pass on the stationary costs. There were

Koch suggests that companies using e

invoicing systems should break down the

supply chain into different parts.

'Companies can be more than happy if

they have solved the first part of the supply

chain, customer e-invoicing, and in the sec

ond step, e-invoice to payment, it should

start step by step.'

Networks present further technology

challenges. In order to send invoices from

machine to machine, network applications

need to be designed so they can read spe

cific codes from a supplier and convert

those into codes recognised by the buyer.

The network platform has to normalise the

data sent from various different suppliers

into forms that can be read by various

different buyers.

Technology can also be a hindrance to

customers signing up for e-invoicing. To

process e-invoices, a buyer needs a certain

degree of technology, usually a large

accounting application such as Oracle or

SAP. These clearly require an IT infrastruc-
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ture. There also need to be workflows in

place so when an invoice has arrived elec

tronically, it can also be authorised in a

consistent manner.

The rise of the network

The e-invoicing network is an area that is

becoming more popular. Typically these

networks will transmit data from a supplier's

system directly into the accounting system

of the buyer without the need for human

intervention. The system revolves around a

central hub, which receives invoices from

various suppliers and transmits them in the

appropriate data standard into the buyer's

system.

According to Stefan Foryszewski, co

founder and senior VP corporate sales at

e-invoicing network, OB10, the process of

setting up networks is something that

becomes progressively quicker. 'Setting up

a supplier network for the first buyer can

take up to a year,' he says. 'You go out to

each of the suppliers and connect them

onto the network.' This process is accelerat-

ed for the second buyer because, 'a number

of the suppliers will already be on the net

work and they can start sending e-invoices

immediately'.

The aim for networks Iike OB1 0 is to

have 'hundreds of thousands of suppliers all

connected to a platform on one side send

ing invoices in. On the other side there

would be thousands of buyers all receiving

these invoices from the platform, and any

one of these parties can interact easily with

another', explains Foryszewski. 'The plat

form acts as a hub for machine to machine

communication with no human interven

tion.'

Networks obviously have the same gen

eral benefits as normal e-invoices, but on

top of these there is the added bonus of

reducing the burden of different VAT regula

tions. 'We configure our systems to meet

the regulations of different countries, so a

buyer can trade in these countries and we

take care of the legal aspect,' says

Foryszewski.

The next stage would be a network of

networks, where a supplier hooked up to

one network could send an invoice to a

buyer on a different one. There are potential

challenges over data quality and integrity

here. The problem according to Foryszewski

is, 'how could we guarantee that an invoice

sent outside our network arrived and was

VAT compliant?'. Despite this, many domes

tic networks are starting to talk to other net

works in different countries about joining

together to form cross-border alliances.

A question of standards

One of the real talking points in the

European e-invoicing industry is legal stan

dards. Although there was a single

European directive on e-invoicing brought

in by the European Union (EU) to legislate

the industry, this has been applied in differ

ent ways for each member state. The UK

has some of the least burdensome e-invoic

ing rules in the EU. In order to be accepted

an e-invoice must include all the data ele

ments required in a tax invoice; and the

authenticity and integrity of its transmission

must be guaranteed. All e-invoices must be
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'Many banks feel they should occupy the field
completely. I think they should focus on the payment

transaction and their strengths'
Bruno Koch, Billentis

compliant with the VAT rules stipulated in

the country of supply. Companies therefore

not only need to keep up-to-date with the

regulations in their own country, they also

have to be aware of the standards in any

country they supply products from.

It is not only in e-invoicing where you

find differences across the EU. According

to Dave Chambers, senior officer, Her

Majesty's Revenue and Customs audit serv

ice, the UK standards authority, 'commer

cial imperatives, cultural differences and

national interests mean that for every single

EU standard there is always a national vari

ant'.

The EU directive on e-invoicing left a

number of points open for member states

to implement as they saw fit. Chambers

believes the most important of these areas

was where 'the integrity and authenticity

of the transmission of an electronic invoice

are guaranteed'. This is an area with a great

deal of choice for member states and hence

the difference between countries.

Chambers sees this degree of choice mak

ing a single e-invoicing standard to work

across Europe 'a very special challenge' .

From a banking paint of view, a central

European standard would be 'great' and

'much easier for everybody', says Jan

jerabek, head of section, corporate cash

management at Ceska Sporitelna, but he

feels this is 'a long way off'. This view is

backed up by Koch: 'It would be great to

have fewer standards in Europe. More real-

istically, over the next five years, smaller

local markets will have fewer standards,' but

on a European level many things will be

bilateral.'

However, Chambers does not believe

that a single European standard for e

invoicing is the most urgent requirement.

The most important area for him would be

'a coordinated and consistent regulatory

environment for e-invoicing to be imple

mented across the EU'. This he believes

would 'provide certainty to businesses

which trade across many EU member states

as to the precise conditions under which all
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member states would accept e-invoices'.

Consistency is something that

Foryszewski is also calling for: 'We should

have consistency across Europe in terms of

the legal and fiscal requirements. It grossly

inhibits effective trading in the respect of

e-invoices.'

The role of the bank

Although most would agree that banks

should be involved in e-invoicing in one

way or another, the role wh ich they should

take up is a discussion point in the industry.

From the bank's point of view, jerabek sees

the market as one currently dominated by

IT companies, and believes that they should

be working with banks for their systems. 'If

IT companies go together with banks, the

launch of the whole story will be much

faster: he says. 'If you want to target the

B2C market then, from an IT company

point of view, you have to go to the bank

because the retail customer will want to

do it through their usual site.'

jerabek sees that if payment is to be

included in e-invoicing it is 'Iogical' that

banks must be involved. He does however

concede that banks and vendors should

play separate roles in e-invoicing. 'At a

bank, you don't want to be playing the role

of an IT company, you want to concentrate

on banking.'

The corporate e-invoicing point of view

shows banks also playing an important role.

David Byrne, sales support and marketing

head for Stena Line Freight, believes that

banks should raise the awareness of e

invoicing. 'Having been out in the market

trying to seil the product, I know there's a

lot of ignorance out there: he says. 'Banks

and governments should be out there

encouraging businesses to go down the

road of e-invoicing.' He believes that if

banks take the lead on this there would be

'a lot of companies switching to e-invoic

ing'.

Koch also believes that banks shouJd

playa role in e-invoicing, although he does

not think this will be 'the role that many

have in mind at the moment'. 'Many banks

believe they should occupy the field com

pletely: says Koch. 'I think they should

focus on the payment transaction and their

strengths' .

This is something that Foryszewski

agrees with. 'I know that banks want to be

party to the invoice transaction because by

being able to offer invoicing services they

can also offer other cash management serv

ices to the buyer and supplier.' He thinks

that banks will playa role but, like jerabek,

he feels this will involve vendors too. More

specifically he sees network providers part

nering with banks to help them provide

their services.

E-invoicing is the kind of technology that

should be good for everybody. It offers cost

savings and faster payment times and, of

course, is more environmentally friendly

than traditional paper invoicing. The draw

back is in the legislative landscape which

is extremely complicated. If this can be

c1eaned up then there could be a big future

for this technology.

At present the global market penetra

tion is very low. Koch predicts that by 2010

it will hit around 15 per cent. This may not

seem Iike a large number, but with 29 bil

lion invoices sent out every year, that

would mean almost five billion of these

would be electronic.

It is a growing area, and the market is

c1early out of its childhood. For e-invoicing

to be a success there needs to be an in

crease in customer awareness and

improved harmonisation. If that happens

then this could be a major growth area for

the financial services market. .&
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